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Abstract The fundamental difference between autonomous
robotic assembly and traditional hard automation, currently
utilized in large-scale manufacturing production, lies in the
specific approaches used in locating, acquiring, manipulating, aligning, and assembling parts. An autonomous robotic
assembly manipulator offers high flexibility and high capability to deal with the inherent system uncertainties, unknowns, and exceptions. This paper presents an autonomous
mobile manipulator that effectively overcomes inherent system uncertainties and exceptions by utilizing control strategies that employ coordinated control, combine visual and
force servoing, and incorporate sophisticated reactive task
control. The mobile manipulation system has been demonstrated experimentally to achieve high reliability for a “pegin-hole” type of insertion assembly task that is commonly
encountered in automotive wiring harness assembly.
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1 Introduction
Across many domains, there is increasing demand for robots capable of performing complex and dexterous manipulation tasks. A prominent example is the need for automated
assembly. From terrestrial applications, such as factory assembly lines, to extraterrestrial scenarios, such as automated
assembly of lunar habitats, robotic manipulation is, and will
be, integral. While robotic assets currently perform many
tasks, especially in factory settings, these tasks are typically highly structured. In other words, the tasks and robots
are designed such that minimally sophisticated technology
can achieve success. Often, hardware and software are designed for a very specific task. Looking ahead, future robots
may assume a variety of duties, from transporting payloads
across large workspaces to precise insertion or placement
of small components. The tasks will be highly variable and
complex. With the combination of a dexterous manipulator
and a mobile base, mobile manipulators are well suited to
these complex assembly tasks.
Although mobile manipulators provide the mobility and
dexterity to meet the challenges of assembly tasks, sensors
and software play a critical role in achieving successful results. Given any complex scenario, the mobile manipulator
must be able to sense its environment, make decisions based
on the configuration of the environment, and correctly perform actions informed by those decisions.
In this paper we present work on an advanced mobile manipulator capable of performing assembly tasks in the domain of automotive manufacturing. First, we describe our
controller, which coordinates the motion of the mobile base
and manipulator to achieve desired end-effector poses while
maintaining high manipulability. Then, we present competing control schemes that use differing combinations of visual servoing and force control, and compare the schemes
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in their abilities to perform a tight-tolerance “peg-in-hole”
type of insertion assembly task. We define a framework for
constraining the end-effector of a manipulator based on position and/or force using a high-frequency, low-level controller, and combine this with a sophisticated task-level executive. Finally, we demonstrate the capability of the system
with results from repeated experiments of the insertion task
on an automotive task board. The results show that we can
achieve these tight-tolerance assembly tasks with high reliability and robustness to error with the robot starting from
varying, unknown positions.

2 Overview of approach and related work
Our research goal is to perform sophisticated assembly tasks
autonomously. To achieve this, we have developed an autonomous mobile manipulator that effectively overcomes
inherent system uncertainties and exceptions, with a high
degree of performance and reliability, by utilizing control
strategies that employ coordinated control of the base and
manipulator, combine visual and force servoing, and incorporate sophisticated reactive task-level control. Coordination of the mobile base and manipulator increases the range
of the manipulator. The combination of visual and force servoing increases the performance of the system beyond that
of a system which uses either method alone. Task-level control provides an architecture for flexible and reliable task execution. In the following subsections, we discuss these three
aspects of our approach that enable high-performance and
reliable mobile manipulation, as well as related approaches.
2.1 Coordinated control of base and manipulator
Task flexibility and robotic mobility are two main advantages that mobile manipulators can bring to manufacturing
assembly applications. Compared with traditional industrial
robots, it is easier for mobile manipulators to adapt to changing environments and perform a variety of assembly tasks.
By placing the manipulator on a mobile base, the robot can
travel between the work area and parts feeder and can follow
moving assembly lines.
Early work in mobile manipulation often treated the mobile base and the manipulator as two independent robots.
Shin et al. demonstrated the limitations of this approach and
the need for coordination. They developed a system that employs decoupled motion of the mobile manipulator (Shin et
al. 2003). Decoupled motion describes motion in which the
base remains fixed while the manipulator moves. This allows for high tracking accuracy of the end effector, but takes
longer for tasks to be accomplished as tracking must be interrupted to allow for repositioning of the base. The planner
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used chooses base positions to optimize the arm’s manipulability in the direction of the desired trajectory while minimizing the number of times the base is required to reposition
(Shin et al. 2003).
In the context of coordination of mobile bases and manipulators, many authors have contributed to the literature.
The majority of contributions perform coordination in terms
of dynamics, i.e. controlling forces and torques rather than
positions and velocities, a technique that differs from our
kinematic approach. Some of these authors have investigated internal control in this dynamic context. For example, Yamamoto and Yun described a dynamic coordinated
controller in which the end-effector is constrained to follow a trajectory while the base is controlled to maintain arm
manipulability when possible (Yamamoto and Yun 1992).
Similarly, Holmberg and Khatib defined a dynamically decoupled model of control to achieve smooth, precise control
of a mobile base (Holmberg and Khatib 2000). This work
seeks to minimize forces on a mobile base, called a powered
caster vehicle, while producing and maintaining desired coordinated motion. Kim et al. present a coordinated control
scheme that uses the null space of an overactuated mobile
manipulator to achieve dynamically stable motion (Kim et
al. 2002).
Although it is not explicitly dealt with in our current
experimental scenario, avoiding obstacles is an important
capability of mobile manipulators in manufacturing and
assembly. A manipulator may have to reach around, or
through, already-assembled components to achieve its task.
Also, in addition to extending the range of the manipulator,
the addition of a mobile base adds kinematic redundancy,
which allows the robot to avoid obstacles while completing tasks efficiently. Brock and Khatib defined the elastic
strips framework in which a dynamic planner allows the
mobile manipulator to move through a tunnel of free space
(Brock and Khatib 2002). The controller tracks a desired
end-effector path while keeping the manipulator’s joints and
the base away from obstacles. This is achieved by generating
protective hulls, which are constructed to ensure that neither
the base nor the arm will collide with any obstacles during
trajectory following. Without using a planner, a controller
like the one presented in Sciavicco and Siciliano (2005) can
use the null space of the manipulator’s Jacobian to keep the
joints away from obstacles. Our controller uses this control
scheme, with the exception that we use the null space to
achieve a higher manipulability (see Sect. 4).
2.2 Combining visual and force servoing
In the domain of robotic assembly, the critical portion of a
control task is the physical mating of components. We use
visual servoing and force servoing together in a manner that
improves the system robustness, without the need for highly
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accurate visual sensing or precisely known global reference
coordinates. The visual servoing is used to bring the endeffector of the mobile manipulator to a rough alignment in a
gross area of the assembly location. Hybrid control of pose
and force (as detailed in Sect. 5) enables the mobile manipulator to overcome the geometric location uncertainty from
visual servoing to contact the task board and complete the
peg-in-hole assembly at a precise location, with tight tolerance.
Mason (1979) laid the foundation for the earliest pose/
force control work by defining the constraint frame based on
natural constraints (rigid objects in the space) and artificial
constraints (desired positions or forces on the end-effector).
Raibert and Craig (1981) defined a hybrid pose/force control scheme based on these descriptions. They run separate, decoupled pose and force controllers. Each dimension of the constraint frame is controlled by at most one
of the controllers, not both. By decoupling the problem in
this way, they ensure that the force constraints and pose
constraints do not work at odds with one another. The results of the two controllers are summed and then converted
into commands for the manipulator’s joints via inverse kinematics. Yoshikawa (1987) built on this formulation, but extended it to incorporate the dynamics of the manipulator.
He went on to show that if the dynamic models are correct, it can be proven that both desired pose and force can be
achieved. Mills and Goldenberg (1989) also take a dynamics
approach. However, they linearize the dynamics equations
locally to ease computation. Their method requires an explicit definition of the constraint surface, but the controller
operates in the task space of the end-effector, rather than
requiring a separate constraint space, as in the earlier methods.
In more recent work, the domain of assistive robotics provides many of the same challenges as in mobile assembly.
A robot working with humans may be tasked to search for
and track objects whose locations are not known a priori,
and may have to pick up, carry, and place objects (Schaal
2007 presents an extensive summary of the challenges of
robots operating in human environments). Similarly, a robot
operating on a mobile assembly line must be able to acquire
a part, locate, track, and approach the piece undergoing assembly, and perform the assembly operation. Service robots
also have the added difficulty of needing to appear friendly
and operate smoothly in environments designed for humans
without consideration for robots. Industrial robots have no
such restrictions, but the precision of the pickup and place
tasks is higher. Depending on the part being assembled, allowable position error may be measured in millimeters, and
the orientation may have to be nearly perfect (to plug in an
electronic component, for example).
In service and industrial robotics, the requirements of
working in a large area, yet being able to grasp objects, lends
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itself to the use of mobile manipulators with many-degreeof-freedom arms. Bischoff developed the humanoid robot
HERMES as a flexible, mobile, and dependable platform
for assistive robotics (Bischoff 1997). Petersson et al. describe a system in which a mobile manipulator must detect,
approach, and pick up an item from a previously-unknown
location. An emphasis is placed on integrating sensing, planning, and control to achieve the task at hand (Petersson et al.
2002). Dillman et al. also study pickup and placement with
mobile manipulators, on command from humans, doing so
in human-friendly environments (Dillman et al. 2002).
Force feedback and force control have been used in both
service and industrial robotics. Peshkin et al. developed the
Cobot, a collaborative robot for assisting human operators
with heavy lifting and control of heavy objects in manufacturing and assembly tasks. They define a virtual surface
along which to move an assembly. As the operator pushes
the assembly, the machine prevents its motion past the surface, instead applying resistive force normal to the surface
and allowing it to slide along the surface, as if the assembly
were on a smooth rail in the direction of the intended motion (Peshkin et al. 2000). Duchaine and Gosselin use impedance control to let a human control a manipulator, where
the force being applied to the robot by an operator is read
as intention for the end-effector to move in a particular direction (Duchaine and Gosselin 2007). They implement a
velocity controller to achieve the smooth motion necessary
when working with a human in the loop.
Force feedback may be used to sense objects where other
sensors cannot be as precise. Kragic et al. also working in
the domain of service robotics, use tactile sensing to account
for visual servo inaccuracy (Kragic et al. 2003). During a
grasp task, a visual servo moves a gripper hand close to the
object to be grasped. When the hand makes contact with the
object, the robot re-centers the hand about the point of contact. This is similar to our scheme, presented below, in which
a visual servo alignment moves the gripper close enough
to begin using force feedback to feel for a target. Edsinger
and Kemp use force sensing in multiple ways (Edsinger
and Kemp 2006). One way is similar to that of Kragic, in
that force feedback provides assurance that the object to be
grasped is indeed being grasped, as well as some information on the diameter of the object. Force information is also
used to augment possibly inaccurate visual information. For
instance, when placing an object, the robot feels to get a precise location for a shelf whose initial position comes from
fiducials detected by a camera. As presented below, we use
a similar scheme to find the task board and target hole in our
assembly task after rough alignment using fiducials.
Our implementation of the assembly task requires added,
known structure to the environment (ARTag fiducials) to aid
in localization. However, this may not be possible in all situations. To extend our work to more scenarios, we expect
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to use a localization algorithm that makes use of the existing
structure in the environment. For instance, Se et al. have proposed a global localization method that uses SIFT features
to build local maps, which are then merged and integrated
with a global map (Se et al. 2005).
2.3 Reactive task control
In order to be deployed in manufacturing and assembly environments, mobile manipulators must have extremely high
performance and be able to deal with system uncertainty and
errors autonomously. Reliability in task execution is critical, since the environment is rarely exactly the same between runs, and errors are frequent. To achieve complex assembly operations reliably, sophisticated, reactive task-level
control is required. The reactive task-level control framework decomposes high-level tasks into subtasks. An executive then sequences the subtasks, dispatches them, and monitors their execution. The executive can react to contingencies, retrying subtasks or removing them from the queue and
attempting a different approach, as it deems necessary. Our
approach uses the executive developed for the Syndicate architecture (Sellner et al. 2006), which extends the 3T architecture (Bonasso et al. 1997) in that each robotic agent runs
an executive that detects errors and exceptions and modifies
an intended schedule of tasks to ensure completion of the
main goal.
Effective error detection and recovery is one of several
techniques that can increase task execution reliability and
robustness. Donald (1990) studied the planning aspect of error detection and recovery methods for robotic peg-in-hole
assembly. He uses a geometry model to enumerate a variety
of assembly failure conditions of a given peg-in-hole assembly task for presumed system uncertainties, and then plans
either a single or multi-step motion strategy to deal with
those assembly failures in the task execution. The method
is based on a “push-forwards” algorithm and “failure mode
analysis” to plan a motion region for a trial-and-error move
to improve the assembly robustness. The strength of the
technique is the comprehensive analysis of system uncertainties and their synthesis. The weakness is that it is extremely hard to program a general solution of recovery for
all possible failures that have been anticipated at the design
stage.
Recently, De Schutter et al. (2007) generalized a task
specification approach, called constraint-based programming, to specify sensor-based manipulation tasks by assigning control modes and associated constraints to arbitrary
directions in the six dimensional manipulation space. As
described in Sect. 5, we have adopted a similar approach
with constrained motion primitives and their associated constraints. The main concept is to specify a general error recovery for an assembly task by utilizing a set of constraints.
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With the knowledge of a single constraint violation, or violations of various constraint combinations, the user can
program an error recovery decision based on experimental results and observations. Thus, reactive task control can
be realized by implementing recovery procedures for different failure conditions in the executive layer, as detailed in
Sect. 6.

3 Application and experimental system
This section details the application scenario that we are tackling and the mobile manipulator that we designed, which
was used for the experiments.
3.1 Application scenario
Although robots are commonplace on modern automotive
body assembly lines, there are many tasks that continue to
be performed by humans in automotive general assembly.
The scenario chosen in this project is an example of one
such manual task. The task is that of securing a wiring harness to a vehicle body using “Christmas tree” style pushmount plugs. The plugs are secured to the harness with plastic tie-wraps and secured to the vehicle by forcing them into
predrilled holes as shown in Fig. 1. For our experiments, we
acquired the rear section of an actual vehicle (Fig. 2), which
will be referred to as the task board. The goal of this scenario is to secure a plug into a specified hole on the task
board starting from an arbitrary position within the vicinity
of the task board. A fiducial is mounted on the task board
for purposes of visual identification and servoing. The task
has fairly tight tolerance, on the order of a few millimeters.
3.2 The mobile manipulator
To achieve this task, we developed an advanced mobile manipulator. The mobile manipulator, shown in Fig. 3, consists

Fig. 1 “Christmas-tree” type peg-in-hole assembly in automotive general assembly
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Fig. 2 Our task board is the back end of an actual vehicle. A fiducial
is mounted near the target hole

Fig. 4 A spring-loaded gripper holds a plug, ready for insertion into
the target hole on the task board

4.1 Resolved Motion Rate Control (RMRC)
Traditionally, high degree of freedom manipulators have
been controlled using Resolved Motion Rate Control
(RMRC) (Whitney 1969; Sciavicco and Siciliano 2005).
RMRC is a reactive algorithm that has the advantage that
it does not require inverse kinematics methods, which are
prone to many numerical problems, including non-unique
solutions. RMRC, on the other hand, maps joint velocities
to end effector velocities through the Jacobian matrix,
Fig. 3 The mobile manipulator consists of a PowerBot base with a
7-DOF WAM arm

of two primary components: a dexterous manipulator and
a mobile base. The manipulator is a 7-DOF WAM arm by
Barrett Technologies. Its back-drivable design allows for the
measurement of end effector forces based on the external
torques applied at each joint. The arm has a built-in PC104
computer that runs a dedicated controller at 500 Hz. The mobile base is a Powerbot from MobileRobots.com. The arm is
powered from the base’s battery banks. A custom built computer is built into a compartment in the Powerbot’s chassis. The arm and base communicate via an onboard hub.
In addition to the force sensing capabilities of the arm, the
other onboard sensor is a Point Grey Bumblebee2 stereo pair
mounted on a Directed Perception pan-tilt unit (PTU). A
custom spring loaded plug gripper (Fig. 4) was designed to
hold a plug and release it when the forces exceed a threshold.
4 Coordinated control
This section highlights our work on coordination of a dexterous manipulator and mobile base to achieve flexible 6-DOF
end effector placement.

υ = J (q)q̇,

(1)

where q and υ represent the state and velocity of the controllable degrees of freedom and J is the Jacobian. By rearranging (1), one can see that desired end effector velocities
are converted into joint velocities via the inverse Jacobian
or, where the inverse does not exist, the pseudo-inverse.
This control scheme can be extended to the control of
mobile manipulators. In this extension, the Jacobian becomes a combination of the base and arm Jacobians,
υ = [JBase (q)JArm (q)]q̇.

(2)

As with the manipulator Jacobian, motions of the mobile
base map to linear and angular velocities of the end effector via the mobile base Jacobian. That mapping is dependent on the configuration of the manipulator, meaning that
motions of the mobile base will affect the end effector linear and angular velocities differently given the manipulator
joint angles. The mobile base Jacobian is also dependent on
the particular base and its mode of control. The Jacobian is
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a partial derivative of the base control model with respect to
the control parameters,
JBase (q) =

∂S(q)
,
∂qi

(3)
4.3 Orientation control

where S(q) is the control model of the mobile base, which
is dependent on the current state of the base. Therefore, the
size and representation of the Jacobian will be different for
different base types. Note that this technique is only of use
on mobile platforms where a control input maps directly to
a change in pose, such as skid steer, differential drive, translation stages, bases with mecanum wheels, etc. Platforms
that do not adhere to this restriction, such as sychro-drive or
omni-drive bases, require further consideration beyond the
scope of this paper.
4.2 Secondary control
In typical applications, RMRC tends to produce undesirable
effects. Often the manipulator will hit singularities, reach
joint limits, or become maximally extended. To overcome
these limitations and achieve better control of the system,
secondary controllers can be used. A technique that we use
to minimize these undesirable effects is to reconfigure in the
null space of the mobile manipulator’s configuration space.
High degree of freedom mobile manipulators often have a
high degree of redundancy and therefore large null spaces
in which the system can reconfigure, without changing the
pose of the end effector. Secondary control within RMRC is
expressed mathematically as:
q̇ = J −1 υ + N q̇0

closer to the goal and allowing the arm to stay in a state of
high manipulability. This technique proved to be valuable in
our experiments.

(4)

where N is a null space projection of the Jacobian and
q0 is a set of additional joint velocities. Specifying q0 is
not a trivial task, but there are several standard approaches
from the manipulator research literature (Wampler 1986;
Nakamura and Hanafusa 1986; Chiaverini 1997). In particular, improving the manipulability measure is a common
technique and one that takes on new possibilities in the
context of mobile manipulation. Manipulability is a metric
that represents distance to a manipulator singularity in joint
space. In this context, manipulability is computed as

(5)
M = det(J J T ).
Note that when a joint reaches a singular configuration, the
Jacobian loses rank and M becomes zero due to an eigenvalue of zero for J J T . We would like to maximize this metric to avoid singularities and improve control. In the domain
of mobile manipulation, the base can be used to improve
manipulability much more than is possible with a manipulator alone. For example, as the arm extends towards the edge
of its workspace, the mobile base can assist by maneuvering

In the framework of RMRC, end effector velocities are often expressed as the difference of the current and desired
poses. While this technique works well in Cartesian coordinates, computing orientation differences is prone to problems. Expressing orientation error in terms of differences of
Euler angles is a classic problem in fields that deal with attitude control. In particular, the problem referred to as gimbal
lock becomes a significant hurdle in the context of high degree of freedom manipulators. This problem occurs when
the pitch angle of a controlled reference frame is near 90 degrees, resulting in the alignment, or near alignment, of the
roll and yaw axes. Due to this redundancy of axes, there
is a continuity of valid orientation representations (i.e. nonuniqueness) and therefore a continuity of valid error calculations. The result of this alignment of axes is instability in
error-minimizing control schemes.
In the past, to avoid this problem, researchers have been
constrained to operate in a range of small pitch angles. However, we have implemented a solution based on quaternions.
Previously, orientations were expressed as matrices and then
converted to Euler parameters for differencing.
⎡
⎤
rolld − rollc
(6)
e0 = ⎣ pitchd − pitchc ⎦ .
yawd − yawc
Under the new formulation, rotation matrices are converted
directly into quaternion vectors and differencing is performed without any use of Euler parameters (Bar-Itzhack
2000). Given two coordinate systems, separated by a rotation, the quaternion orientation difference between these
frames is expressed as,
η = cos(φ/2);

q = sin(φ/2)r,

(7)

where φ represents the rotation between the two frames
about a unit vector r. Now, consider two independent
frames, current {ηc , qc } and desired {ηd , qd }, measured relative to a common origin. The relative orientation between
these frames is given by {δη, δq} where
δη = ηd ηc + qdT qc ;
δq = ηd qc − ηc qd − qd× qc .
⎡ ⎤
⎡
⎤
r1
0
−r3 r2
r = ⎣ r2 ⎦ ;
r x = ⎣ r3
0
−r1 ⎦ .
r3
−r2 r1
0

(8)
(9)

Yuan (1988) shows that relative orientation error between
two arbitrary orientations is given by e0 = 2δηδq, and is
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shown to have two global equilibrium points. Only one results in true convergence; the other results in alignment rotated by 180 degrees. However, the undesirable equilibrium
is eliminated if δη is constrained to be positive. As Yuan has
shown, this technique results in guaranteed convergence of
the current orientation to the desired orientation under standard error reduction, i.e. proportional control. This guarantee is a major advantage over differencing of Euler parameters. Given this stability in error computation, the control
inputs also become stable, since the error is mapped directly
from the workspace to configuration space via the Jacobian.
Therefore, when the manipulator is free of constraints, such
as joint limits and obstacles, control of the end effector at
arbitrary orientations is stable, as well.
This quaternion based approach to orientation control has
expanded the workspace in which we can safely and effectively control the end effector. Our previous work was limited to a relatively small range of the pitch dimension, but
now we are able to achieve stable control in any orientation.

5 Combining visual and force servoing
Due to sensor uncertainty, many researchers use a servoing approach to “peg-in-hole” type insertions. In our application, we are trying to insert a plug into a target hole
(Fig. 5), where the tolerance is similar to the sensor noise.
This makes reliable insertion particularly challenging. To
overcome this, we use a combination of visual and force
servoing techniques. This section describes both servo techniques and how they are combined in different ways. Results
are presented showing the efficacy and efficiency of the various approaches.
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5.1 Visual servoing
A common approach in vision based systems is to augment
the environment to mitigate the challenges of object recognition and pose estimation. In our work, we utilize the ARTag
design to help visually identify reference frames in the image (Fiala 2005). The ARTag system identifies the corners
of each tag (one on the task board, one on the manipulator wrist) in both the left and right images of a stereo pair.
Given the corresponding points in each image, our system
performs triangulation to estimate the pose of the tags relative to the cameras. The relative location of tags is used to
compute servo commands sent to the mobile manipulator.
Figure 6 shows the error of the triangulation related to the
size of the tag in the image using a Bumblebee 2 camera
at 1024 × 768 resolution. Estimation error is generally less
than 2 cm, but dramatically increases when the tag is more
than 3 meters away from the camera.
All commands are sent relative to the end-effector’s current position. If pd is the desired position of the end-effector
relative to the target body and pm is the measured relative
position from the cameras, then the controller adjusts the
desired position of the end-effector as follows:
perr,t = pd − pm ,
pcmd = kp perr,t + kd (perr,t − perr,t−1 ) + ki



(10)
perr

where pcmd is the commanded position of the end-effector
relative to its current position. The PID gains to be used are
sent by the commanding process along with the command.
The controller converts the relative position command into a
new desired position in the global reference frame, then to a
desired velocity by integration. Finally, the velocity control
law described in the previous section is applied.
5.2 Force servoing

Fig. 5 The arm servos the plug towards the target hole (the middle of
the three holes shown)

Humans make great use of force feedback in tight-tolerance
insertion tasks. We would like our robots to behave similarly,
by augmenting visual servoing with force control strategies.
Using force feedback data from the manipulator, we implemented a simple force controller that allows the end-effector
to achieve and maintain desired contact forces with the objects it encounters.
Our force controller works by adjusting the position of
the end-effector based on force feedback. If the desired contact force error is too little in a dimension (in the end-effector
frame), the controller moves the end-effector in that direction. If the force error is too great, the controller moves the
end-effector in the opposite direction. If the desired force is
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Fig. 6 (Color online) Hybrid plot of tracking results as the fiducial
gets closer to the cameras. The blue X’s represent the error of individual measurements with our Bumblebee camera system, and are plotted
according to the vertical scale on the left. As the fiducial gets farther
away (on the left of the graph), taking up fewer pixels in the image, the
standard deviation of the measurements increases (shown in pink). The
colored curves represent, for different types of cameras, the number of
pixels that the fiducial takes up in the image as the distance from the

camera increases. They are plotted according to the vertical scale on
the right. For example, we use a Bumblebee 2 at 1024 × 768, represented by the orange curve. At 0.5 meters from the camera, the fiducial
takes up 4 × 104 pixels. At 1 meter, it takes up 1 × 104 . At 3.0 meters
it takes up 0.25 × 104 pixels. As seen with the blue X’s, when there
are so few pixels, the standard deviation in the fiducial measurement
increases rapidly. Detection and tracking at this distance is unreliable

fd and the measured force is fm , then the controller generates a relative pose command similar to that of the visual
servo:

desired velocity. For an example of using different gains in
a static situation, see Fig. 7.

pcmd = kp ∗ (fm − fd ).

(11)

We found a simple proportional controller to be sufficient.
The proportional gain (kp ) is specified along with the force
command, since different gains are appropriate for different phases of the insertion task. As with the visual servo
commands, this relative pose command is converted into a
desired position in the global reference frame, then into a

5.3 Constrained moves
We desire that the manipulator controller be usable in various scenarios. To this end, the control program should know
as little as possible about the task at hand. On the other hand,
it is infeasible to have the task-level executive monitor the
status of the manipulator in real-time at relatively high rates
(e.g., 30 Hz). Instead, we prefer to provide the controller
with a command to achieve a given pose or force, along with
constraints on the conditions under which to stop.
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Fig. 7 Comparison of gains for
force control. Each plot shows
the force in the Z direction on
the end-effector as the system is
commanded to maintain a Z
force of −15 Newtons. The
end-effector is started in open
space, so there is a short period
in which there is little detected
force before it contacts the
surface. In (a), the gain constant
is 0.3 and the forces oscillate
erratically. In (b), the gain is
0.03. The forces oscillate much
less, but the response is slow. In
(c), the gain is 0.1. The response
time is much better without
causing too much oscillation

In particular, we have designed and implemented a set
of constrained motion commands. A constrained motion
command consists of a motion primitive and a set of constraints on which to stop the motion. The motion primitives represent simple models of motion commands for the
end-effector. Examples include a command to go to a goal
pose, a velocity command to be executed indefinitely, and a
command to spiral outwards from the end-effector’s starting
point. In cases where the motion completes (either as desired
or due to an exceptional condition), the controller stops the
end-effector and sends a status message to the higher-level
task executive.
A constraint represents limits on end-effector motions.
For example, we may want a move to be stopped if the force
on the end-effector exceeds a certain value in a given direction. We may also want to ensure that the end-effector does
not cross some bounds on its position. To that end, we designed a set of constraints that are as generic as possible—
they can be used to place limits on position, velocity, or
force, and can work in any combination of the six degrees of
freedom: x, y, z, roll, pitch, and yaw. A constraint can be applied in the end-effector frame, the global reference frame,
or any other specified reference frame. The constraint can be
less than, greater than, or equal to a specified bound.
The set of constraints can be used in one of two ways. The
first is as a hard limit, where motion is halted, and a “failure”
signal is sent, if the limit is reached. For example, a force
constraint could be used to improve safety by specifying that

the controller should stop if any Cartesian force exceeds a
given limit. If the arm collides with an unexpected obstacle
and the force exceeds the limit, then the controller will stop
the robot.
The second use of constraints is as a regulator. In this
case, the controller does not stop the motion if the constraint is violated, but instead adjusts its command to the
end-effector to attempt to meet the constraint. This is accomplished with the proportional force controller described
above, with the gain specified as a parameter of the constraint. If the constraint is not violated, then no adjustment
is necessary.
The motion primitive and set of constraints are combined
into a constrained motion command. The task-level executive sends constrained motion commands, which are then
executed. The command completes when either the motion
is done or a hard limit constraint is violated. At this point,
a signal is generated, consisting of the status of the motion
(how close it was to completion) and a list of the constraints,
if any, that terminated the motion. This information can then
be used to reason about any problems that might have occurred, and to address them.
5.4 Servoing strategies
We explored three servoing strategies that differ in how they
combine visual servoing and force control, to demonstrate
the tradeoff between task cycle time and task completion
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Fig. 8 Recorded forces on the gripper during the force insertion, broken into component directions. The +X direction is down towards the
floor, +Y to the left of the task board, and the +Z direction points
towards the task board. The “XY mag” plot is the magnitude of X
and Y forces together. The robot first drives the plug towards the task
board until the Z force crosses the “board found” threshold, at iteration A. Next, the robot spirals the plug along the task board until the

“hole found” threshold is exceeded for the XY magnitude, at iteration
B. Then the robot drives the plug into the target hole until the “plug
inserted” threshold is exceeded in the −Z direction, at iteration C.
Finally, the robot pulls the gripper away from the task board. During
this move the force in the +Z direction exceeded the “dock checked”
threshold, so the system concludes that the plug was inserted correctly

reliability. The first scheme uses only visual servo (abbreviated VS in the results below). It is our baseline method.
The scheme commands the mobile manipulator’s wrist to a
waypoint near the insertion point (7 cm from the surface,
in the results reported below), where the distance is continually updated using visual servoing. This first waypoint
has a fairly large tolerance (3 cm). Next, a closer waypoint
(2 cm away from the hole) with a tighter tolerance (1 cm)
is commanded. Finally, the insertion itself is performed by
specifying a waypoint on the other side of the target hole.
There are several things to note about this strategy. First,
the first waypoint is specified in order to roughly align the
end effector (and the plug) with the target hole. Our experience showed that specifying this waypoint significantly increased the reliability of the insertion, over moving directly
to a point in front of the hole. The insertion works best when
the plug is inserted straight into the hole, not skew; the alignment step helps ensure that this will happen. Second, when
moving to the first waypoint, both the base and the arm of the
mobile manipulator can move; for the last two waypoints,
only the arm is allowed to move. This is because the base
motion is relatively coarse, and we found that allowing coordinated moves when doing fine motions led to insertion
failures. The coordinated controller runs position control on
the end effector, which relies on pose updates from the arm
and mobile base. Base position updates arrive at over 10 Hz,
but this is not frequent enough to execute tasks with millimeter precision. Finally, force constraints are added to all

of the moves that cause motions to stop if unexpected forces
are encountered.
To verify that the insertion occurs successfully, the arm is
moved backwards after attempting to arrive at the last waypoint. If a large force is detected (see Appendix A), the system concludes that the plug has been successfully inserted.
Otherwise, the system retries the insertion a set number of
times (ultimately giving up and notifying the user if the insertions continue to fail).
The second scheme, which we call force insertion (abbreviated FI in the results below), uses visual servo only as
a rough alignment step, then completes the insertion using
a series of constrained motion commands with force limits and force control (Fig. 9). The first step in the force insertion task is to have the end effector touch the surface.
This is a relatively simple matter: Assuming that the plug is
pointed roughly perpendicular to the surface following the
visual servo alignment, the system commands the end effector to move forward until a large force is detected in the negative Z direction. This force means that the plug is pushing
against something, presumably the surface. See Appendix A
for a list of all force limits, thresholds, and gains used in the
force insertion.
Once the surface has been found, the system needs to
find the target hole. We use a spiral move to accomplish
this. Again, assuming the plug is pointed roughly perpendicular to the surface, a constrained motion command is issued to have the end effector spiral outwards from the point
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Fig. 9 A flow chart of the
constrained motion commands
used to complete the force
insertion task. When a motion is
completed or a constraint
triggers a stoppage, the task
logic proceeds as the arrows
indicate. Note the second
constraint in the “Find Hole”
step is a regulator constraint, not
a hard limit
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it hit the surface. The spiral is controlled in the X (down)Y (right) plane of the end effector. A regulator constraint
is provided to ensure that the plug maintains contact with
the surface by using force control in the Z direction of the
end effector. When the plug crosses the target hole, the force
in Z drops because it is no longer pressing against the surface, and the force controller pushes the plug slightly into
the hole. With the plug caught in the hole, the spiral is no
longer maintained. A hard limit constraint is provided to ensure that motion stops when a large force is detected in the
plane of the spiral (the X and Y directions).
Once the hole is found, the system uses a constrained motion command in which the end-effector is moved forward,
stopping when a very large force is read, meaning the plug
is fully inserted. Finally, the end-effector is commanded to
pull away from the surface. The same check is used as in the
visual servo scheme to check whether the plug was actually
inserted. Figure 8 shows the forces on the end-effector as the
force insertion progresses.
The third scheme combines visual servo and force insertion (abbreviated VS-FI). Again, the scheme starts with a
visual servo to the same rough waypoint as in the previous
two schemes. Then the system attempts to do a visual servo
as in the first scheme, with the same limitation on the force
on the end-effector. Once the visual servo has stopped, the
system starts the force insertion. This scheme also uses the
autonomous plug-docked check. The idea of this scheme is
that the visual servo could succeed by itself, so the force insertion may not be necessary, but for a small time cost we
could still attempt the force insertion and yield greater success.
We tested the three insertion schemes for accuracy and
elapsed time. Each trial had three attempts at a plug insertion, in which the system attempted an insertion, pulled
back, and used the autonomous check to determine whether
the plug was inserted. The results are shown in Table 1,
where the best results in each row are in bold face. As

expected, the visual servo alone was the least successful
method, due to the inaccuracy of visual tracking. It had 15
failed attempts and 3 trial failures (i.e., three failed attempts
in a row). Due to the stereo cameras’ placement on the body
of the mobile base (Fig. 3) and the extension of the arm during the docking procedure, the cameras were approximately
1.5 meters away from the task board’s fiducial. As shown in
Fig. 6, at this distance the standard deviation of pose estimation is over 3 mm, which is the radius of our target hole.
Thus, it is not surprising that visual servo alone failed relatively frequently in our tests.
The force insertion performed slightly better, but without
a visual servo step the plug is not aligned well enough with
the task board to ensure a successful insertion. On the other
hand, this insertion scheme is significantly faster than visual
servo. The main reason for this is that the visual servo takes
time to carefully align the plug with the hole, whereas the
force insertion does not use the fine alignment.
Performing a visual servo followed by a force insertion
yielded the best results, with only six failed attempts and no
trial failures. Though the visual servo is not accurate enough
to reliably insert the plug into the target hole alone, the force
insertion quickly makes up for small alignment errors. This
proved successful when the plug was misaligned from the
target hole by up to 20 mm. The unsuccessful tests for this
scheme resulted from poor alignments from the visual servo,
with the waypoint a large distance away from the surface.
On the other hand, VS-FI takes significantly more time
than FI and the same (statistically) amount of time as VS,
since it essentially performs all of VS before attempting to
do the force insertion. Before conducting later tests, we experimented with the visual servo proportional gains to find
an optimal balance between task success and completion
time, leading to faster completion times in later results.
The experiments described in this section show that visual and force information can be usefully combined to get
better results than using either alone. There are other ways to

Table 1 Comparison of various servoing strategies
Visual Servo

Force Insertion

Visual Servo-

(VS)

(FI)

Force Insertion (VS-FI)

Number of Trials

30

30

30

Number of Successes

27

28

30

Success Percentage

90%

93%

100%

Number of Failed Attempts

15

16

6

Average Time per Attempt (seconds)

21.33

11.84

21.99

[standard deviation]

[6.48]

[3.76]

[7.29]

Average Time per Trial

29.97

17.07

26.39

(seconds) [Standard Deviation]

[14.35]

[6.16]

[10.84]

Average Time per Successful Trial

27.05

16.45

26.39

(seconds) [Standard Deviation]

[11.84]

[5.88]

[10.84]
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combine visual and force feedback, though. For example, a
control scheme could simultaneously use visual information
to servo left/right and up/down with respect to the target hole
while using force information to maintain contact with the
task board and insert the plug. It is our intention to explore
alternate combinations in future work.

6 Task-level control
We organized our system using the Syndicate architecture
(Sellner et al. 2006), which extends the 3T architecture
(Bonasso et al. 1997) to deal with multi-robot coordination.
The 3T architecture consists of behavioral, executive, and
planning layers. The Syndicate architecture extends this to
multi-robot coordination by enabling layers at each level
to communicate directly with one another (Fig. 10). Essentially, this enables us to distribute the functionality of each
layer amongst the robots. For instance, at the behavioral
layer, we can set up a distributed visual servo loop, where
the perception is done on one robot and the manipulation
is done on another robot, which receives periodic pose estimates from the perceptual robot. In Syndicate, each layer
on each robot is implemented as a separate process, communicating via a publish-subscribe message-passing package called IPC (Simmons and Whelan 1997). IPC provides
a high-level interface for defining messages, registering handlers for messages, and sending complex data structures in
a transparent, machine-independent fashion.
Since our application currently requires only a fixed plan,
we focus only on the behavioral and executive layers. Although we have just one robot (where the base and arm are
treated as a coordinated whole—see Sect. 4), for the sake
of modularity, maintainability, and to facilitate concurrent
operation, we use the multi-robot capabilities of Syndicate
to divide the system into three independent agents—a Vision agent, concerned with visual servoing, a Manipulation
agent, concerned with the base, arm, and force sensing, and

Fig. 10 The Syndicate layered, multi-robot architecture
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a Leader agent, concerned with task decomposition and coordination.
The behavioral layer has no knowledge of the greater
task at hand, instead being concerned with performing commands as directed. It is primarily made up of blocks, each
representing a single behavior, or skill, to be performed by
the robot. Block behaviors include communicating to hardware control programs, receiving data from sensors, performing commands, and signaling to the executive layer. For
instance, constrained motion commands are implemented
using behavioral blocks, where the executive passes parameters to the command block, and violations of constraints
are signaled back to the executive layer. Some behaviors are
written to detect their own end conditions (e.g., “move to location x, y”) while other behaviors operate indefinitely, with
another behavior being enabled to detect the end condition
of the task. This provides significant flexibility for mixing
and matching behaviors to achieve needed functionality for
different situations.
The blocks are organized by the Skill Manager. The Skill
Manager can enable or disable blocks, allowing the behavior to run or not. It can also connect blocks, which allows
blocks to pass data or commands to each other. To facilitate distribution at the behavioral layer, the Skill Manager
includes support for making connections between input and
output ports on different processes. This is transparent to the
behavior itself: from a coding perspective, the function that
implements the behavior cannot tell whether a port is connected to a behavior on the same, or different, process. The
Skill Manager uses IPC to send data between ports on different processes.
The executive layer knows information about the task to
be completed, and decomposes it into subtasks. It can send
commands to the behavioral layer, receive status, and deal
with errors by spawning new tasks. It interacts with the behavioral layer by enabling and disabling blocks (skills), setting their parameter values, and specifying dynamic connections between the input and output ports of blocks. The executive also specifies where to route status signals that skills
may emit (e.g., success, failure, and sensor data).
The executive layer is implemented with the Task Description Language (TDL) (Simmons and Apfelbaum 1998),
a language for distributed task-level control that is an extension of C++. TDL supports hierarchical task decomposition, task sequencing and dispatching, execution monitoring, and exception handling. It is based on a hierarchical representation of tasks call task trees. TDL generates task trees
dynamically, based on sensed conditions. In this way, the
same TDL program can generate many different behaviors,
depending on the situation at hand. In addition, in the Syndicate architecture, an executive of one agent can spawn tasks
on another agent. This facilitates coordinating of distributed
tasks. Figure 11 shows an example task tree for one of the
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Fig. 11 Task tree for a scenario
in which a mobile base searches
for and approaches a task board,
then inserts the plug using the
VS-FI insertion scheme

servoing strategies used in our application. Not shown are
the failure-handling strategies, which we describe in more
detail in the next section. The executive interprets certain
signals from the behavioral layer as task failures—for instance, unexpectedly high (or low) force readings in certain
directions. As a consequence, various tasks may be terminated (stopping the corresponding low-level behaviors) and
others can be inserted into the existing task tree (causing recovery actions to take place), as shown in Fig. 9.

7 System integration
The autonomous software system runs on two CPUs. The
main CPU is on board the mobile base and runs all executive and behavioral agents, as well as the interface to the
stereo cameras, pan-tilt unit, and mobile base. The coordinated controller process runs on a computer on-board the
manipulator itself, in order to achieve a tight control loop
with the arm hardware. A diagram of the integrated system
is shown in Fig. 12.
7.1 Behavioral/block design
As mentioned in the previous section, the behavioral layer
blocks are split between two agents. The vision agent runs
the blocks necessary to read images from the camera, detect
the fiducials visible in the images, triangulate and determine
the pose of the fiducials relative to the cameras, and determine the body poses to which the fiducials are attached. The

mobile manipulator agent runs the other blocks, which interface with the hardware controllers and implement the tasks
as commanded by the executive. The executive is responsible for enabling and connecting blocks. Intra-agent block
connections are implemented with shared memory. Interagent blocks are connected with IPC (Simmons and Whelan
1997).
As an example, consider the data flow in a visual servo.
The stereo camera interface grabs images from the cameras
and feeds them to the visual tracking blocks. The tracking
blocks find the fiducials in the image and calculate the poses
of the task board and the manipulator’s wrist. They send
those poses to the visual servo block, which has been activated by the executive. The visual servo block sends new
desired poses for the gripper, which the mobile manipulator
control block relays to the coordinated controller. The coordinated controller sends velocities to the arm and base to
achieve the pose command. When the visual servo block has
determined that the gripper pose is within tolerances of the
desired pose, it signals to the executive that the visual servo
is done. The executive then disables the visual servo block
and proceeds to the next task in the task tree.
The force insertion steps described in Sect. 5 are implemented as a series of constrained move tasks. Each task enables the constrained move command block, which sends
the command and waits for a “done” response. When the
command is completed, or a constraint is violated, the block
is notified of the status, along with any violated constraints.
It then signals the executive with the same information.
When a constrained move calls for force control, this control
is implemented within the coordinated controller itself.
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Fig. 12 Integration of the software modules and hardware on our mobile manipulator. Each agent is a process running on the main CPU.
Blocks communicate via connections made by the skill manager, which

are implemented with shared memory for intra-agent connections and
IPC for connections across agents. All interprocess communication is
implemented with IPC

7.2 Executive/task design

and wrist fiducials in the cameras’ images. This task continues to run throughout the insertion process. However, it is
still possible for one of the fiducials to go out of range of the
camera. In this case, the executive process spawns another
visual search task, to find the missing fiducial, and sends
a command to the manipulator to bring both fiducials back
in view. This case did not actually arise during our experiments, and is therefore not depicted in our task tree.
The manipulator arm begins in a stowed position. It is
deployed using a fixed joint position task, then moves in towards the task board using a two-part task similar to the base
move described above. The arm move is implemented with
a constrained motion command that has a safety constraint
applied to stop the arm should it happen to collide with the
task board (evidenced by a large force detected in any di-

In our test scenario, the robot starts in an unknown location
relative to the task board (Fig. 2). The robot must identify
the task board and approach it. This is accomplished by first
performing a visual search task (the task tree is shown in
Fig. 11). The visual search task commands the mobile manipulator to pan and tilt the stereo camera pair until the task
board’s fiducial is found in the image. Once the fiducial is
found, a keep-in-view task centers the fiducial in the image,
and a task is begun to approach the task board. This task is
broken into two sub-tasks: one to average a few fiducial pose
readings for greater accuracy, followed by a task to move the
base to a predefined waypoint in front of the task board.
Once the base is positioned in front of the task board, another keep-in-view task is spawned to center the task board
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Fig. 13 (Color online) Results
for the second experiment. The
number of trials at each location
is shown in its circle. The
number is different only due to
the task board fiducial being
occluded by the arm at certain
test angles. Color indicates the
success percentage of the trials
performed from each starting
location. Grey circles indicate
that the test location is over 3
meters away from the task board

rection). Then the gripper is aligned more precisely with the
task board using a visual servo task.
The force insertion process described in Sect. 5 is implemented as a series of constrained move tasks. The gripper
finds the task board by moving forward until a large opposing force is detected (see Appendix A for a list of the gains
and limits). Next, the coordinated controller maintains contact with the task board while searching for the target hole.
When the hole is found, the controller pushes the gripper
forward again until the plug bottoms out, and then checks if
the plug has been inserted. This is done with a constrained
move that pulls the gripper backward, with a constraint that
the motion should stop if a large opposing force is detected
(meaning the plug has been pulled out of the gripper). When
the constrained move task signals its completion, the executive layer checks whether the constraint stopped the motion
or whether it completed naturally. If the constraint stopped
the motion (success), the executive layer spawns tasks to restow the arm and back the base away from the task board.
If the pull-back motion completed naturally (failure), the
executive layer re-spawns the tasks to do the force insertion,
starting with the visual servo alignment, with a small adjustment to the alignment waypoint. The executive uses the
pose of the end-effector to determine the area of the task
board explored by the robot during the spiral sequence, and
adjusts the visual servo waypoint to command the robot to
explore a different area on the next attempt. If the insertion
fails after a pre-determined number of times (3, in our experiments), the task is aborted and the user is notified of the
failure.

Figs. 2–4. The robot was commanded to find the task board,
approach it, and insert the plug, with the robot starting from
a sampled grid of starting locations and angles. The grid was
discretized with testing locations every 0.5 meters. It covered the area from 1.5 to 2.5 meters longitudinally from the
task board and from −2 to 2 meters laterally. Starting locations over 3 meters from the task board were not considered,
since visual pose estimation is so unreliable at that distance
(see Sect. 5). At each location, we started the mobile manipulator at five different angles: −60, −30, 0, 30, and 60 degrees. Due to the configuration of the robot, with the camera
to one side of the manipulator arm, the task board ARTag
fiducial was not visible from all starting angles. Those locations were not considered. The testing locations used are
illustrated in Fig. 13.
8.2 Analysis of results
We performed 101 experiments, one at each of the starting
locations described. The results are described in Table 2.
There were 99 successes, for an overall success rate of 98%.
One failure was a heartbeat fault in the arm’s controller program, most likely caused by a drop in wireless network connectivity. If a drop occurs while the controller is transmitting status to another process, the arm’s controller does not
receive its heartbeat and faults.
The other failure was also due to a communication issue. In the test, the rough base move was completed and the
arm deployed correctly. The mobile manipulator agent registered that the arm deploy had finished and sent a message to
Table 2 Experiment statistics

8 Results
Number of Trials (all using VS-FI)

8.1 Reliability tests
To test the reliability of the system, we ran over 100 experiments of the mobile manipulator performing the task as
described in the previous section. The mobile manipulator
and task board are those described in Sect. 3, pictured in

101

Number of Successes

99

Success Percentage

98%

Avg. Attempts per Successful Test

1.06

Avg. Time per Attempt (seconds)

10.51

[Standard Deviation]

[4.27]
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the leader agent. However, the leader agent never received
the message. We have never previously seen this error in
any of our experience with using the three-layer architecture
and the IPC communication system, and do not even know
whether to attribute it to a hardware or software issue.
During the 101 experiments, there were four instances
of a missed attempt, in which a force reading triggered the
low-level controller to complete its motion despite the plug
not being inserted correctly. In each case, the system recovered with a completed insertion on the next attempt, which
demonstrates the flexibility of the task control system. The
executive layer detected the failed insertion attempt, adjusted the waypoints to search for the target hole in a slightly
different location, and re-spawned the tasks to attempt the
insertion again. In each case the second insertion attempt
was successful. Note that the time reported starts when the
rough base move has finished and the arm is deployed. Note
also that the average time is twice as fast as in the earlier
tests (Table 1), which is mainly due to finding visual servo
proportional gains that strike an optimal balance between
task success and completion time.

9 Conclusions
Robotic assembly requires a system with high flexibility and
the capability to deal with inherent uncertainties and exceptions. A robust mobile manipulation system is one of many

new and promising technologies that could address these
challenges. In this paper, we have presented an autonomous
mobile manipulator that can effectively overcome uncertainties and exceptions by using three key technologies—
coordinated base and manipulator control, combined visual
and force servoing, and error recovery through flexible tasklevel control. In particular, with constrained motion primitives that can detect constraint violation conditions, reactive
task control can be used to significantly increase overall system robustness. This mobile manipulation system has been
demonstrated experimentally to achieve high system robustness and reliability for a “peg-in-a-hole” task that is commonly encountered in automotive wiring harness assembly.
In the future, we intend to extend our work to deal with
a moving target—that is, having the task board move, as if
on an assembly line, and having the mobile manipulator follow the task board and doing the insertion on the move. We
anticipate that, while details of the task approach will differ
from the static case, the technologies reported in this paper
will be able to handle this, and similar, more complex scenarios in the realm of autonomous assembly.
If, and when, a robust, reliable and capable autonomous
robotic assembly system is achieved, the approach for robotic assembly will be fundamentally advanced, resulting in
a much more reactive, adaptable, and intelligent system that
requires minimal human intervention and removes the requirement of precisely known and rigid structure from the
manufacturing and assembly environments.

Appendix A: Gains and thresholds used in the docking experiments
Gain/Threshold

Value

Dimension

Method of Determining

Visual Servo Proportional Gain

0.7

XY Z relative to
waypoint

Trial and error to maximize success and
time of completion

Visual Servo Waypoint Distance
Tolerance

3 cm total (XY Z)

XY Z relative to
waypoint

Trial and error to maximize success and
time of completion

Visual Servo Waypoint Angular
Tolerance

5 degrees in each
direction

Roll, Pitch, Yaw relative
to waypoint

Trial and error to maximize success and
time of completion

Touch Board Force Threshold

−12 Newtons

Z relative to gripper

Analyzed data of experiments driving
gripper towards task board

Maintain Contact with Board Force
Target

−14 Newtons

Z relative to gripper

Trial and error to maintain contact with
task board

Maintain Contact with Board
Proportional Gain

0.0015
meters/Newtons

Z relative to gripper

Trial and error to maintain contact

Find Hole Force Threshold

+20 Newtons

XY relative to gripper

Data analysis of experiments sliding plug
along task board freely vs. catching target
hole

Stop Inserting Plug Force Threshold

−40 Newtons

Z relative to gripper

Data analysis of experiments pushing
plug in until fully inserted

Plug Inserted Check Force Threshold

+20 Newtons

Z relative to gripper

Data analysis of experiments pulling back
uninserted plug vs. inserted plug
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